Introduction
From measurements taken on test aircraft flown purposely into active lightning storms [1] [2] [3] standardised lightning intensity and current waveforms have been established for laboratory certification testing [4] [5] . Examination of composite specimens under these standardised test conditions suggests that mechanical loading contributes to some aspects of lightning strike damage [6] [7] [8] . Experimental results on composite specimens typically exhibit three damage modes; material ablation and decomposition, fractured fibres and cracked matrix material, and delamination of the laminate [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
However, there is still limited understanding of the mechanisms during a lightning strike which lead to damage, partly due to the complex thermal, electrical, electromagnetic and mechanical components of the event [19] [20] [21] , and partly due to the limited number of artificial lightning strike tests which have been published. The major challenge with testing is the speed and intensity of a lightning strike which makes it very difficult to directly acquire high resolution physical measurements during a test [13] . Post-test inspection of the damage is also complicated given the different damage modes, their interconnections and the damage concentration at the lightning arc attachment point.
Numerical simulations have the potential to generate further understanding of the behaviour during experiments and reduce the volume of testing typically required for new design certification. To date numerical studies have mostly focused on modelling resistive heating from the electrical load [22] [23] [24] but other loading mechanics have also been studied (electromagnetic and acoustic pressure, internal explosive loads [6] [7] 18] ) but with significantly less attention. Thus the objective of this paper is to investigate the potential contribution of the internal specimen mechanical forces due to thermal expansion. This will be achieved through a simulation study using an established modelling approach for thermal-ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT electric resistive heating, and adding a mechanical simulation phase which represents specimen internal thermal expansion. A bespoke modelling procedure to appropriately map the specimen time dependent temperature from the thermal-electric simulation into an appropriate mechanical thermal-expansion model will be defined and demonstrated.
First focusing on experimental studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] these have identified the previously noted damage modes occurring in composite specimens. However a significant range in the form and scale of each type of damage is found generally in the literature. This inconsistency is due to the variation in the individual specimen designs (materials, material stacking sequence, lightning protection system), differing intensity and current waveforms, and test setup (varying distance between the specimen and the discharge probe, varying specimen fixturing and boundary conditions). In general the damage can be divided into three zones [7, 25] :
• Severe damage zone -identified as an area dark in appearance with char residue at the centre of the damage and with the greatest depth of damage. This zone is characterised by an absence and/or broken fibres, with the majority of surface resin absent. Signs of thermal and mechanical loads are present, evidenced by areas with ash and charring (thermal) and sharp resin morphology and fractured fibres (mechanical).
• Moderate damage zone -identified as a surface damage area surrounding the severe damage zone. This zone is characterised by damaged and absence surface resin and may include limited zones with fractured fibres (in the form of tufts of fibres protruding from the resin). Electron microscopy scanning of the surface indicates that fibres are well covered with resin and the resin fracture surface has relatively sharp and rugged morphology, consistent with mechanical damage.
• Sub-surface damage zone -identified as damage within the laminate. This may include intralaminar and interlaminar matrix cracking, and thus again suggests some form of mechanical loading.
Moreover experimental authors note probable or possible causes of the damage. In particular resistive heating is consistently identified to cause a significant amount of the measured damage but does not completely explain all the damage morphology which suggests some mechanical forces are present and significant. The missing resin around the fibre has been attributed by the vast majority of lightning authors to resistive heating of the composite [10-11, 14-15, 18, 21] . Some authors [11, 14] have also suggested that the thermal load from the arc channel may have a significant contribution while others have dismissed this load as minimal compared to the resistive heating [8] . Various authors propose that a blast force is the mechanical force responsible for fibre breakage but there remains disagreement as to the cause of the blast force. Three non-thermal loads are generally referenced in the experimental literature -pressure loads induced by acoustic and electromagnetic effects, or explosive loads resulting from rapid heating and the expansion or explosion of internal trapped gases (gas build-up due to resin decomposition). However there are only a limited number of studies which focus on these mechanical loading effects.
A number of authors [7-8, 14, 18, 26-29] specifically discuss or investigate mechanical loading effects. Chemartin et al. [8] , Gineste et al. [26] and Kawakami [14] describe the arc plasma physics which results in pressure loading and outline the use of simplifications and theoretical equations or numerical simulations, based on magnetohydrodynamics, for the prediction of magnetic and acoustic pressures. Haigh [9] , Gineste et al. [26] and Lepetit et al. [27] attempt to experimentally infer the pressure loads during testing based on a variety of test setups and specimen materials. Lepetit et al. [27] based on modelling and modified experiments concludes that of their three examined loads (Joule effect on the surface, acoustic pressure, magnetic pressure) that the acoustic and magnetic contributions are dominant, and have roughly comparable weights.
Munoz et al. [18] applied a pressure load to a composite specimen based on Chemartin's [8] proposed equation for the lightning impact shock wave. The idealised pressure wave was based on the electro-magnetic pinching, electromagnetic flux and the resulting expansion wave of the lightning channel. Both mechanical and thermal simulations were undertaken but results were considered separately. The mechanical analysis did not predict failure according to the Tsai-Wu failure criteria, however Munoz et al. [18] concluded that 'although the elements did not fail, some matrix cracking might occur through the thickness of the laminate'. Foster et al. [7] models the range of pressure loads described in the literature, including [8, 9, 14, 26] , and compares the explicit Finite Element (FE) simulation predictions with measured test specimen damage. The results demonstrate that the proposed pressure loads have a negligible contribution to the overall scale of experimental damage.
Specifically for painted specimens, Lepetit et al. [28] proposes a further mechanical loading mechanism is active, confined surface explosion, which increases damage. In a similar vein Liu et al. [29] , models a high explosive burn to represent a blow-out effect due to trapped gas from resin decomposition. Liu et al. [29] only offers qualitative comparison but suggests the simulation predictions compare well with damage patterns from test specimens.
Overall the preceding literature examines a small range of mechanical loading mechanisms and generally assesses, for non-painted specimens, that these are less significant in damage creation than resistive heating. The preceding literature does not consider the potential contribution of the internal specimen mechanical stresses due to the thermal expansion resulting from this resistive heating. Given the lack of literature on this mechanical loading mechanism it is appropriate to study if thermal expansion, via joule heating, is an important contributor to the measured experimental damage -in particular associated with the moderate damage zone as described above. To this end the subsequent section describes the modelling undertaken to address this hypothesis.
Modelling procedure

Thermal strains and stresses
Strains that occur as a result of material temperature change are identified as thermal strains and are related to the temperature variation by thermal expansion coefficients. If induced thermal strains are constrained, because deformations are constrained, then thermal stresses will result. In an orthotropic material the thermal expansion coefficient will vary in all three directions resulting in varying thermal strain for each direction for a change in temperature.
In a composite laminate the combination of significantly varying orthotropic stiffness properties and thermal expansion properties can result in individual plies constraining neighbouring ply deformations and creating significant internal stresses and vice versa. In fact Parlevliet et al. [30] identifies thermal effects at three levels: the macro-mechanical level as described above -a ply to ply mismatch; the micro-mechanical level, where there is a mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient between the fibres and the matrix; the laminate level, considering temperature gradients through the laminate thickness.
From the preceding lightning strike thermal electric simulations [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] composite specimen materials reach high temperatures, > 1,000˚C, over short time periods, < densities of the order of GW/m 2 applied over milliseconds [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In these works maximum surface temperatures reached are between 2,000 and 3,000˚C. The thermal loading of these specimens thus compares well with the thermal behaviour observed during lightning strike testing. A significant advantage of reviewing this work is that it allows separation of the thermal from electrical loads when trying to assess thermal effects. The reported laser pulse damage consists of: matrix cracking, ejection of fibres from resin and fibre fracture. At lower intensity beam pulses, erosion of the matrix occurs through small particle ejection from the specimen surface (via sublimation). At higher beam intensity pulses, larger particles (carbon fibres or carbon fibre fragments) are ejected from the specimen and matrix cracking is observed [31] [32] [33] . The resulting cavities, for example [31] [32] , compare favourably with the pictures and description of the moderate damage areas under lightning strike. The laser pulse test authors generally agree on the damage mechanisms: during the heating phase the matrix expands more than the fibre. The fibres then prevent expansion causing large compressive stresses particularly at the interface between fibre and resin. This stress is then released by the formation of micro cracks which is associated with the ejection of fibres from the resin.
Significantly then, both temperature and the rate of temperature change are important characteristics to be observed within the simulation results.
Baseline experiment
In order to quantify the potential of constrained thermal expansion behaviour to cause specimen damage a preceding experimental setup is modelled [11] . In this test the specimen was placed on a grounded copper sheet on a glass fibre composite test jig. A discharge probe 
Thermal electric model
Using the FE method and employing explicit thermal-electric analysis, it is possible to model the temperature generation and temperature transfer due to resistive heating from electrical arc loading [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Herein the thermal-electric analysis is carried out in ABAQUS Explicit and uses C3D8R elements. The temperature results taken from the thermal-electric model will then be used in the thermal expansion analysis.
The electric current load with respect to time is applied to an area at the centre of the specimen using a series of surface current loads. The shape of each surface current load is defined using a field equation which enables the application of circular or elliptical load patterns. Using multiple surface current loads and by varying their amplitude with time it is possible to create both moving and expanding arc radius patterns [25] . This approach thus enables the representation of a moving filament of arc at the centre of an expanding arc. As limited experimental data is available which defines accurately the arc attachment behaviour the modelled behaviour is based on the general experimental description of behaviour during testing [11] and plasma simulation work of similar test setups [8, 20] . Further it is initially ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT assumed that half the total electric load is associated with the moving arc component and half associated with the expanding arc component [25] . Figure 2 illustrates the method applied to introduce the expanding current load. The elliptical expanding component of the arc is assumed to apply a uniform current load with the rate of expansion corresponding to Chemartin's arc radius versus time model [8] . Each new load, with a larger radius, is introduced and the previous load with a smaller radius is cancelled. The loads are introduced and cancelled using an amplitude function, by raising the amplitude from zero and then reducing the amplitude back to zero. Equation 1 presents the field equation used to define the elliptical expanding arc. ‫ݔ‬ = ‫ݕ‬ = ‫ݖ‬ = 0 describes the centre point on the top surface of the specimen. In Equation 1, ⌊z⌋ is the largest integer less than or equal to z, ⌈z⌉ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to z. a and b are the principal radii of the arc over which the load is applied.
The movement is assumed to be transverse across the specimen -aligned with the 0˚ fibre direction. A movement of four arc diameters is initially modelled with a load sequence starting in the centre position and then looping to one side, back to centre, then to the other side, and back to centre, repeat. The arc position dwells on each location for 2.5x10 -6 seconds for the duration of the electric loading [25] .
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The key behaviour during the analysis is located at the centre of the specimen and therefore a simulation mesh was developed which was refined at the centre and coarsened toward the specimen edges. A mesh convergence study was undertaken which examined the predicted temperature contour at the specimen surface and the predicted temperature contour through the specimen depth. Convergence was considered to have occurred with an in-plane mesh seed of 1.5 mm and 2 elements through the thickness of each of the top 8 plies. Figure 3 illustrates the final specimen mesh used in all analysis along with an overview of the analysis boundary conditions.
Mechanical model
The thermal expansion analysis is carried out as a coupled temperature displacement analysis.
This is a high speed event due to the heating rate and resulting thermal expansion rate involved and is thus carried out in ABAQUS Explicit and uses C3D8R elements. The temperature results taken from the thermal-electric model are used in the thermal expansion analysis therefore, for consistency with the thermal-electric model, the same mesh is also used. There are a number of possible methods by which results from the thermal-electric analysis can be incorporated within the thermal expansion analysis. Herein a python script is used to extract the temperature results over time for each node from the thermal-electric analysis and to input this data into the thermal expansion analysis. Figure 4 presents an overview of the process used to transfer the temperature data.
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Mechanical and thermal properties are required for the analysis however the event to be modelled comprises high temperature, high heating rate and high strain-rate. Together these effects will influence the properties exhibited by the material. Mechanical and thermal properties are available for similar material systems but not at the extremely high temperature-rates and strain-rates surrounding the arc attachment point. Data and methods are proposed to account for the high heating rates but methods for characterising composite materials considering the required strain-rates are limited. Strain rates up to 1000 s -1 may be obtained using a split Hopkinson pressure bar [36] , but beyond this level available data is limited for the studied material. Thus no single material data set is available which represents the high heating rates, high temperatures and high strain-rates expected during a lightning strike test. Thus given the uncertainties associated with the material behaviour the simulation study systematically introduces the individual dependencies to allow a first understanding of the importance of each:
• Temperature dependent material properties -An initial analysis is carried out using only temperature dependent expansion and mechanical properties, with temperature rate and strain rate effects not represented. Non-linear expansion properties are obtained for the ply fibre, transverse and through-thickness directions from [37] . Above the resin glass transition temperature expansion properties in the fibre direction are assumed to be constant (equivalent to those at the glass transition temperature). Transverse and throughthickness direction expansion coefficients are assumed to increase linearly until resin decomposition begins (initially modelled to start at 300˚C) [25] . The expansion coefficients are then modelled to linearly decrease to zero at complete decomposition (idealised to occur at 500˚C) [25] . Fibre ablation is modelled between 3,316˚C and 3,334˚C [21] . Fibre direction mechanical properties are assumed to remain unchanged with temperature but ply transverse and through-thickness elastic modulus are assumed to reduce by a factor of four at the glass transition temperature [38] , including the shear modulus. Matrix failure stress and strain are idealised to increase and decrease by the same proportions (factor of four) respectively above the glass transition temperature.
Finally as noted before the temperature boundary conditions from the thermal-electric analysis are enforced at every node in the analysis therefore thermal properties are not modelled to be influenced by temperature.
• Temperature and temperature rate dependent material properties -Preceding work, using Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) to determine material decomposition behaviour, has demonstrated a lag in material behaviour with increasing heating rates [22] . To represent this effect in simulation a temperature offset on material effects has widely been proposed. Ogasawara et al. [22] , based on the extrapolation of measured TGA results proposes for heating rates of the order of 10,000˚/minute (assumed for lightning strikes) a thermal lag offset of 200˚C can be used to represent the temperature rate effect. Thus herein to add the temperature rate effect to the temperature dependent material properties non-offset) will enable a first assessment of the impact of temperature rate.
• Temperature, temperature rate and strain rate dependent material properties -High strain rates have been demonstrated to increase the elastic modulus and failure stress of materials [36, [39] [40] [41] . Thus assuming a number of strain-rates and using Goldberg's equation [36] the elastic properties may be adjusted to represent specific strain rates. Two different strain rates are examined to establish the sensitivity of the analysis. Based on preliminary analysis two strain rates (1×10 3 s −1 and 1×10 4 s −1 ) were identified based on the average conditions over the measured damage zones (the moderate and severe damage zones respectively). All other temperature dependent expansion and mechanical properties remain unchanged from the preceding study.
Through this stepwise representation of material behaviour a better understanding will be gained on the influence of material effects on the prediction of thermal expansion.
Damage behaviour
Much research has focused on using the Finite Element method for the prediction of composite material damage resulting from laminate transverse impact and blast loading [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Various failure criteria can be applied to predict the onset of fibre or matrix failure.
Moreover post-initiation energy based or displacement based damage evolution models utilising principles of material degradation have been demonstrated to predict damage progression. Using contact modelling methods to simulate cohesive behaviour at ply interfaces, the initiation and growth of delamination has also been successfully modelled.
Herein the modelling approach used by Phadnis [43] and validated for transverse impact loads is used as an efficient, mature and robust approach. The Hashin failure criteria is used to predict intralaminar ply failure in the fibre direction accounting for fibre damage in compression and tension. This is also used for tensile failure in the directions transverse to the fibre direction were the matrix failure mode is dominant. However studies have shown that this approach struggles to accurately predict matrix compressive failure as greater direct transverse compressive stress will require greater shear stresses to cause matrix failure. An alternative matrix compressive failure model proposed by Puck [49] is used instead. While this is proposed for the in-plane transverse direction, this failure model is also extended to the through thickness direction as this is also a matrix dominated direction. Delamination is modelled using the in-built cohesive surface option in ABAQUS/Explicit with an initial 
Results and Discussion
Simulations of the experimental setup outlined in Section 2.2 (Baseline experiment) are now presented based on the modelling methodology outlined in Section 2.3 to 2.6; first the predicted electric induced thermal behaviour is described (Section 3.1), before the resulting mechanical behaviour is described (Section 3.2) and the impact of material idealisation discussed (Section 3.3).
Predicted specimen thermal behaviour
A brief description of the temperature development during the thermal-electric and the subsequent heat transfer analysis are first presented, Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. In the thermal-electric analysis the temperatures rise in the top ply at the centre of the specimen and propagate through the top ply and down through the specimen thickness. The maximum temperatures in the simulation are reached at the end of this step. The temperatures in the specimen then reduce throughout the heat transfer analysis as heat diffuses throughout the specimen. During this second phase of analysis heat transfers to plies further beneath the already heated plies during the thermal-electric step. The temperatures reached in these plies are significantly lower than temperatures reached during the initial thermal-electric step.
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Predicted specimen mechanical behaviour
Temperature dependent material properties
The maximum stresses and strains during the analysis are presented in Table 1 for the ply fibre, transverse and through-thickness directions. Figures 7-8 plots, along the centre line of the specimen, the progression over time of the largest stresses and strains. These occur in the ply transverse direction for stress (σ 22 ) Figure 7 , and in the ply through-thickness direction for strain (ε zz ), Figure 8 . The magnitude of stresses and strains in the other directions are significantly smaller and negligible in comparison with their failure criteria, Table 1 .
Therefore maximum stress and strain failure criteria may be used to assess σ 22 and ε zz . The transverse fibre direction stresses build during the thermal loading to be compressive in the upper plies of the specimen with resulting balancing tensile stresses in the plies below. The thermal loading directly results in tensile through-thickness strains in the upper plies which exert a through-thickness load and creates compressive strains in the plies below.
Only the through-thickness tensile strains reach a level to cause failure. Figure 9 presents the predicted area of failure for the top five plies. The failure area is largest on the top ply becoming smaller further through the plate thickness until the fifth ply. The damage zone is similar in shape but larger in area than the severe damage zone and smaller in area than the moderate damage zone, Figure 1 . However it is important to remember that the damage predicted here represents only mechanical damage and not the direct thermal degradation effects
Temperature and temperature rate dependent material properties Table 1 summarises the maximum stresses and strains in comparison with the first simulation results. With the introduction of the thermal lag, the peak transverse stress and throughthickness strain have increased, notably now the transverse stress is doubled and predicts failure along with the through-thickness tensile strain. Transverse stress failure as the stress reaches above 72.5MPa (failure stress above T g ) before the onset of the delayed T g . When T g is reached, the failure stress reduces however the current stress does not reduce and is above the new failure stress. Further experimental material data is required to determine if this material behaviour is physically accurate or if viscous material flow occurs when the temperature rises which would relax the material thereby reducing the stress. Therefore temperature history material data is necessary for future simulation studies. Figure 10 presents the predicted area of through-thickness strain failure for the top five plies and transverse stress failure. The through-thickness strain failure area has reduced and is now smaller than the severe damage area, while the damage depth remains similar to the experimental severe damage depth, reaching the fifth ply. Transverse stress failure occurs further from the centre of the plate outside the through-thickness strain failure area and increases the failure area by 550mm 2 . Thus the introduction of the thermal lag has resulted in larger peak through-thickness strains and transverse stresses but strain failure is confined to smaller regions within each of the top five plies. Predicted transverse stress failure increases the failure area therefore temperature history material data is required for this analysis.
The largest strain rates occur in this analysis during the first 2.5×10 −6 seconds when the rate of temperature change is the greatest, and occur at the top surface towards the centre of the specimen. Figure 11 shows the area where the strain-rate reaches over 10 Temperature, temperature rate and strain rate dependent material properties Table 2 presents the predicted peak transverse stresses and through-thickness strains with the modified elastic moduli for the selected strain rates (1×10 3 s −1 and 1×10 4 s −1 ). These strain rates are represented by factoring the elastic modulus in each simulation by 1.5 and 1.8
respectively (based on Goldberg's equation [36] ). From Table 2 , the transverse stresses increase by a similar factor as the increase in modelled modulus, while the through-thickness strains remain similar. Assuming the failure stress and failure strain increase and decrease by the same factor as the modulus, the transverse stress failure will not vary significantly with the modelled strain rate effect (i.e. transverse stress and failure stress increase by the same factor). However the through-thickness strain remains the same but the failure strain is reduced by the factor applied to the modulus. Therefore the areas of through-thickness strain failure increase with the increasing strain rate effects, Figure 12 . These results, although preliminary, demonstrate the potential sensitivity of predictions to strain rate effects and the need for material data under these very specific and extreme conditions.
Influence of material idealisation ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
Generally the predicted damage, in terms of surface area and depth, is comparable with measured specimen damage, Figure 1 , which includes damage resulting from both mechanical and thermal loading. Comparing damage predicted with preceding simulations representing resistive heating and thermal damage -the damage resulting from constrained thermal expansion is generally greater in surface area (e.g. ≈200% [25] ) and equivalent in damage depth.
Examining the simulation predictions with and without temperature and strain rate material behaviour (Figure 9-11 ) it can be seen that the predicted damage is visibly sensitive to these rate effects. In particular the results show that the introduction of a thermal lag due to a large heating rate can significantly reduce the predicted failure area; herein a 200˚C temperature lag resulted in a ≈50% reduction in the predicted area of damage. Moreover, modelling the influence of strain rate can increase the predicted damage area; with a ≈30% increase observed in damage area with an adjustment to mechanical properties representing an idealised strain rate shift (from 1×10 3 to 1×10 4 s −1 ). Both sets of results illustrate the significance of material properties and the need for new test methods to generate material properties for the combination of extreme conditions witnessed during a lightning strike.
Conclusions
The paper demonstrates the modelling of constrained thermal expansion considering the impact of temperature, temperature rate and strain rate dependent material properties. The study modelled a lightning strike test setup and compared the predicted behaviour with measured test specimen damage. The results indicate that mechanical failure due to 
